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Talking about black swans 

• Creates a lot of enthusiasm

• Hard negative words from some researchers  



Black Swan Events

Black Swan event as having the following three attributes:

• Rarity—It is an outlier, as it lies outside the realm of 
regular expectations, because nothing in the past can 
convincingly point to its possibility.

• Extreme impact—It carries an extreme impact.

• Retrospective (though not prospective) predictability—In 
spite of its outlier status, human nature makes us concoct 
explanations for its occurrence after the fact, making it 
explainable and predictable.



“Black Swan Event: An event or occurrence that 
deviates beyond what is normally expected of a situation and that 
would be extremely difficult to predict.”



The probability-based approach to treating the risk and 
uncertainties is based on a background knowledge 
that could hide critical assumptions and therefore 
provide a misleading risk description



Depending on the assumptions made

we get completely different conclusions about the probability of a black 
swan occurring



Analytics and expectations also change



Types of data 
analytics



Descriptive analytics



Types of data 
analytics



Diagnostic analytics



questions whether a 
black swan is .......

1. A surprising extreme event relative to the expected 
occurrence rate 

2. An extreme event with a very low probability.

3. A surprising, extreme event in situations with large 
uncertainties.

4. An unknown unknown.



Threats  
Known 
unknowns 

Unknown 
unknowns, 
black swans 



The Paradox of Increasing risk

• Technological progress has led to increasing efficiency.

• In maintenance reducing vulnerability to small shocks may 
increase the severity of large ones.



The Impact of Industrial AI: From solving 
visible problems to avoiding invisible 

ones



Some swans are more 
harmful than others

A. Events that were completely unknown to the 
scientific environment (unknown unknowns)

B. Events that were not on the list of known 
events from the perspective of those who 
carried out a risk analysis (or another 
stakeholder)

C. Events on the list of known events in the risk 
analysis but found to represent a negligible 
risk 





Black Swan Losses when all 
failure modes have not been 

registered
• Loss Distribution

– Tail events are rare – 
very little data

– Typically strong model 
assumptions



Data driven or model based?



Digital twins including physics of 
the failures

IT

ETOT



Can you predict and track the root 
cause of chaos?



NFF Non Fault Found in railway 
signalling



Ground 
currents 

and ghost 
trains



Railway sabotage or cyber attacks



Probability-based
Historical data   

Knowledge 
dimension 

+  
+ 

Surprises

All the knowledge together



Black 
Swan 

KD

Digital Twin



How to confront black 
swans 

• Improved Risk Assessments 

• Robustness 

• Resilience  

• Antifragility 



In summary, are you sure you want to reduce risk?



Challenges in 
likelihood

• All probability statements are based on the assumptions of the models

• We normally do not admit that data are contaminated or that data sets 
may not reflect what we think they reflect

• Thus we almost certainly overestimate the confidence in our analysis



Conclusions
• Strictly speaking, probability of failure does not exist, 

but is necessary if we wish to remain self-consistent 
and conduct science (science is essentially Bayesian 
inference).

• Don’t expect risk to decline.

• Avoid naive optimization at the expense of 
robustness maybe your systems is weaker and weaker

• Be sure if you are dealing with black swans or just 
your model is bad, your data are bad or your coding is 
bad
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